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Introduction

Interest in green—demand for green, really—has come to the Data Center and in many
ways its arrival was inevitable.

No social value has gained more momentum among consumers, government officials, and
businesses in recent years than that of being green. Evidence of green’s popularity can be
seen everywhere, be it in the growing consumer purchases of hybrid automobiles (sales
are projected to soon top 1 million hybrid vehicles per year), the abundance of green
claims featured in product advertising and labeling, and even the recent winners of the
Nobel Peace Prize (awarded in 2007 to former U.S. Vice President Al Gore and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, for disseminating knowledge of man-made
climate change).

Data Centers are a prime target for greening due largely to their incessant consumption
of energy. At many individual companies, Data Center power bills are now large enough
that they have come to the attention of their chief executive officers. As a group, Data
Center power consumption has grown so dramatically as to trigger government action.
Consider, for instance, efforts by the United States Environmental Protection Agency to
create separate Data Center and server energy-efficiency standards and the European
Commission’s creation of a voluntary Data Center Code of Conduct in which participat-
ing companies pledge to minimize Data Center energy usage.

Data Centers are also no longer relegated to being the hidden nexus of a company’s tech-
nological plumbing but, for many, are showpieces that reflect their business values. The
Data Center of a major financial institution has multiple layers of redundant infrastruc-
ture consistent with its emphasis upon reliability, for instance, whereas a fast-growing
technology company is likely to have a Data Center designed with agility in mind, pos-
sessing physical infrastructure that can be deployed quickly and reconfigured as needed.

What, then, could be a better way for a business to exhibit its social responsibility and
consideration for the environment than having an intelligently designed, energy-efficient
Data Center that provides ample company productivity while using as few natural
resources as possible?

Motivation for Writing This Book

Data Centers have historically had a huge, negative impact upon their surrounding envi-
ronment—consuming massive quantities of electric power and water, emitting pollutants
through standby generator systems, and discarding materials detrimental to the environ-
ment in the form of UPS batteries and outdated computing hardware. Today, however, it
is possible to design Data Centers that are more ecologically sensitive and more cost-
effective to operate while providing superior reliability and availability.

This book was written to help show business executives, IT managers, and facilities per-
sonnel how to design and operate Data Centers in such a way as to be energy-efficient
and less impactful upon the environment, leaving more resources to future generations.

xvii
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Sources for This Book

This book incorporates varied source material, reflecting the array of technologies used
within Data Centers and the broad range of topics that fall under the umbrella categories
of green building practices and green technologies.

Content includes multiple case studies and real-world examples of green technologies
implemented in operational Data Centers and data culled from dozens of white papers
and case studies pertaining to efficiency topics—in both Data Centers and general office
commercial buildings—including energy consumption, cooling optimization, environ-
mental impact of cabling media, and more.

Additional material is summarized from several environmental building assessment sys-
tems and efficiency metrics prevalent in the Data Center industry.

Who Should Read This Book

Anyone concerned with the physical design, construction, or ongoing management of
their company Data Centers; anyone interested in greatly reducing the energy consump-
tion and operational expenses of either Data Centers or lab environments; or people
whose business contains a computing environment and who desire to make their compa-
ny greener can find useful and relevant information within this book.

The job roles involving those areas of responsibility can vary widely, yet commonly
include chief financial officers, green czars, construction project managers, IT or Data
Center directors, network engineers, system administrators, and facilities managers.

If your job interacts in some way with your company Data Center and includes hardware
purchasing decisions for such environments, this book contains information that can help
you do your job more effectively, reduce your company’s environmental impact, and save
your company money.

How This Book Is Organized

This book provides a step-by-step walkthrough of various Data Center-related strategies
and technologies that can be implemented to make a Data Center greener.

Chapters 1 and 2 present the benefits of designing and operating a green Data Center and
standards used to measure how green a facility is whereas Chapters 3 through 9 include
the book’s core content of how to make Data Center infrastructure, both physical com-
ponents and hardware, greener. Chapter 10 addresses green strategies that go beyond the
Data Center but are still relevant to companies with a server environment.



■ Chapter 1, “Going Green in the Data Center”: This chapter defines green, discusses
the drivers for companies to build greener Data Centers, and presents the benefits a
given business can see from environmentally friendlier server environments. The
chapter also outlines incentive programs that reward green efforts and recaps envi-
ronmental activities that several major companies pursue today.

■ Chapter 2, “Measuring Green Data Centers”: This chapter presents assessment sys-
tems used around the world to measure how green buildings are, formulas for calcu-
lating Data Center energy efficiency, and an overview for industry organizations
pursuing the development of each. This chapter also offers guidance for putting Data
Center metrics in the appropriate context to understand a facility’s performance.

■ Chapter 3, “Green Design and Build Strategies”: This chapter discusses methods
for limiting the environmental impact that occurs during the construction of a Data
Center through decisions concerning physical location, choice of building materials,
landscaping choices, and jobsite construction practices.

■ Chapter 4, “Powering Your Way to a Greener Data Center”: This chapter discusses
how energy is used in Data Centers, traces the potential for power savings along the
electrical delivery chain, and presents carbon emission factors for different regions
of the world. The chapter additionally presents alternative energy options and offers
design strategies, technology solutions, and operational methods for reducing Data
Center energy usage.

■ Chapter 5, “Cooling Your Way to a Greener Data Center”: This chapter discusses
how Data Center temperature settings impact energy usage and offers design strate-
gies, technology solutions, and operational methods for improving cooling efficiency.

■ Chapter 6, “Cabling Your Way to a Greener Data Center”: This chapter compares
the environmental impacts of cabling media and illustrates the benefits of streamlin-
ing both structured cabling and patch cord installations in a Data Center to improve
airflow and reduce energy consumption.

■ Chapter 7, “Refrigerants and Fire Suppressants”: This chapter discusses the fire
suppression materials commonly employed in Data Centers, reviews government reg-
ulations concerning their usage, and suggests green approaches for deploying them.

■ Chapter 8, “Choosing Greener Gear”: This chapter offers strategies for making a
Data Center greener through IT hardware choices, outlines server energy-efficiency
standards and metrics, and discusses both hardware utilization and how to reduce
hardware power consumption.

■ Chapter 9, “Greening Your Data Center Through Consolidation, Virtualization,

and Automation”: This chapter explores the energy-saving opportunities you can
realize by transforming the way IT infrastructure provides, allocates, and operates
Data Center resources.

xix
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■ Chapter 10, “Greening Other Business Practices”: This chapter discusses additional
green measures that a company with a Data Center can pursue to make their facility
and operations greener.

■ Appendix, “Sources of Data Center Green Information”: This appendix lists the
entities and organizations that are valuable sources of information on green stan-
dards or metrics, green best practices, and case studies that form the basis of effec-
tive strategies for green Data Center design.

■ Glossary: The glossary defines key terms and concepts discussed throughout the
book.

Using The Material in This Book

The chapters of this book are written in such a way that each can serve as a standalone
reference for a particular Data Center technology or topic—if you are interested in opti-
mizing the cooling infrastructure of a Data Center, you can find all relevant information
in Chapter 5, “Cooling Your Way to a Greener Data Center,” for example. Keep two over-
arching principles in mind, however, when reading the many green strategies that are
presented. First, because Data Centers are complex, highly integrated environments—
hardware technologies, physical infrastructure technologies, and IT services are all inter-
twined within a company’s server environment—the green improvements that you make
to these facilities are likely to have benefits that ripple throughout your entire business.
Virtualizing a single server, for instance, eliminates the need for the physical server, frees
up cabinet space, reduces energy consumption, lowers cooling demand, and lessens the
quantity of patch cords that are used. Doing so also reduces provisioning time and cre-
ates a resource that can be flexibly allocated as needed to perform a variety of services.

Second, the most-effective method for greening a Data Center (or any building for that
matter) is to implement green improvements that are synergistic, combining for greater
effect. Using enclosed cabinets to isolate hot and cold airflow and improve cooling effi-
ciency is beneficial on its own, for instance, but using enclosed cabinets and choosing
hardware with optimal airflow and streamlining cable bundles and diverting server
exhaust to warm other portions of the building can achieve efficiencies beyond the linear
accumulation of their individual improvements.

Some of the tips offered in the chapters that follow are more or less suitable to your Data
Center depending upon specific conditions such as its business function, geographic
location, or whether it is a major hosting space or minor server room. Most, however, are
intended to be universal in nature and can be applied at any Data Center that you want to
make greener.



Chapter 3

Green Design 
and Build Strategies

This chapter discusses methods for limiting the environmental impact that occurs during
the construction of a Data Center through decisions concerning physical location, choice
of building materials, landscaping choices, and jobsite construction practices.

Siting the Data Center

The location of your Data Center can have a lot to do with how green it is. If your server
environment is built in a region that possesses an abundance of renewable energy, for
instance, you have a head start on a facility where such resources are rare.

Some companies, especially smaller ones, don’t have the luxury of choosing among mul-
tiple potential sites for their Data Center. The hosting environment is, by default, going to
be constructed at the same place where the rest of their operations or office space is. If
you do have an ability to choose, however, consider the following local conditions when
you evaluate potential Data Center sites:

■ Electrical mix: As discussed in Chapter 2, “Measuring Green Data Centers,” some en-
ergy sources spawn much more carbon dioxide when used to produce electricity
than others. Deciding to locate your Data Center in a region where electricity has a
lower carbon emissions factor is an excellent way to make the facility greener before
design work begins. (You can find more information about electrical mix in
Chapter 4, “Powering Your Way to a Greener Data Center.”)

■ Weather: Some Data Center energy-efficiency measures can be implemented only
with the cooperation of Mother Nature. For instance, air side economizers that use
outside air to chill a Data Center (discussed in Chapter 5, “Cooling Your Way to a
Greener Data Center”) are more practical to use in regions where it’s cold much of
the year rather than in areas where it’s usually warm or mild.

■ Building codes: Are the green measures that you intend to include in your building
allowed by the regional building codes? If they aren’t, can you either do without that
efficiency or else invest the time and effort to negotiate for a variance for your project?



■ Work-force proximity: Although not a Data Center design issue per se, the distance
that employees commute to reach your facility affects how much carbon dioxide
they generate every day. It’s for this reason that some environmental building assess-
ment systems award points for features that promote alternative transportation, such
as close proximity to public transit or installing bicycle storage units.

As green as you want your Data Center to be, it’s impractical to select a site solely on its
environmental merits. Above all else, the server environment needs to be reliable—it does
your business no good to have a green Data Center if the facility doesn’t adequately safe-
guard your hardware and mission-critical data. Other factors that you should consider
when evaluating potential Data Center sites include the following:

■ Property zoning: Is construction of a Data Center allowed at the location?

■ Natural disasters: Is the region prone to earthquakes, ice storms, hurricanes, torna-
does, flooding, landslides, fire, or other severe events?

■ Pollution: How is the air quality at the location? Is there any risk of IT equipment
exposure to dust, industrial byproducts, or other contaminants?

■ Interference: Are there any nearby sources of electromagnetic interference (also
called radio frequency interference) such as telecommunication signal facilities or
airports?

■ Vibration: Are there any nearby sources of vibration such as railroads, major roads,
or construction?

■ Political climate: Is the region politically stable or do conditions exist that might
jeopardize the safety of employees or operation of a Data Center?

■ Flight paths: Is the property within the flight path of an airport, increasing the possi-
bility of a plane crashing onto the site?
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Note The Robert Redford Building in Santa Monica, California, houses offices of the
Natural Resource Defense Council and in 2004 became one of the first buildings to
achieve a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) platinum rating. Design
efforts began in 1999 but the 15,000-square foot (1,393.5-square meter), three-story build-
ing was not completed until late 2003. Part of the lengthy time for completion was because
of the need to negotiate with the city for the use of green technologies that either conflict-
ed with or else were not addressed by building codes at the time.

Green design elements included rainwater collection, the use of recycled plastic piping (in
lieu of copper), and the use of waterless urinals.

Note Site selection considerations, including how to evaluate a property’s risk factors and
mitigate them, are discussed in greater detail in the book on Data Center physical design,
Build the Best Data Center Facility for Your Business.
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Building Design and Material Selection

Just as important as the decision of where to build your Data Center is choosing what to
build it out of. Even if you’ve been involved in a lot of Data Center projects, this might be
a new question (or series of questions) for you. Conventional Data Center Facilities are
built with traditional construction materials—concrete, steel, lumber, drywall, glass, and
copper, for instance. Employing different materials and streamlining their physical
arrangement can result in a greener facility.

Avoiding the Landfill

One of the most straightforward strategies for making the design and build phase of your
Data Center project green is to, whenever possible, avoid actions that cause anything to
be thrown out.

That means employing high-quality, durable building materials. The fewer times you have
to replace worn or damaged components, the fewer resources that are consumed. Also,
choose materials composed of renewable resources, recycled content, or substances that
would otherwise end up in a landfill.

Green options among common building materials include the following:

■ Salvaged brick and stone: Using reclaimed brick and stone has become so popular in
construction projects that businesses have emerged that are entirely devoted to col-
lecting and providing such materials.

■ Concrete containing fly ash: Fly ash is a fine residue created as a waste byproduct
when coal is burned in electric power generation plants. Using the glass-like powder
as a substitute for cement in concrete keeps it out of landfills and reduces demand
for cement, the production of which generates significant carbon dioxide. Concrete
containing fly ash is also stronger and easier to pump than that containing only con-
ventional cement.

■ Synthetic gypsum board or drywall: Like fly ash, synthetic gypsum is a waste
byproduct of power plant coal combustion—in this case created when sulfur dioxide
is removed from a power plant’s exhaust flue gas. Such removal is required by law in
many regions because sulfur dioxide contributes to acid rain. As with using fly ash in
concrete, employing synthetic gypsum keeps this waste material out of landfills.

■ Green insulation: All building insulation is inherently green because it improves
energy efficiency. Cellulose insulation is considered even greener than conventional
fiber glass insulation because it is made primarily from recycled newsprint. Another
option is natural fiber insulation made from scrap denim, retrieved from clothing fac-
tories and otherwise bound for the trash.

■ Sustainable wood: Wood is a renewable resource, assuming the forest it comes from
is effectively managed to ensure its continued existence and replenishment. Several
forest certification programs exist today that verify sustainability; the international
Forest Stewardship Council is the best recognized. (FSC-certified wood is specifically
referenced in the LEED rating system, for example.)
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■ Rubberized asphalt: Rubberized asphalt is a mix of regular asphalt and crumb
rubber—ground up scrap tires. The material reduces tire noise and is less expensive
than conventional asphalt; every lane-mile utilizes an estimated 2,000 old tires that
would otherwise end up in landfills.

■ Steel: Modern steel is made in one of two methods and, due to major cost savings of
recycling steel over mining iron ore and processing new steel, both involve recycled
content. Steel made through the electric arc furnace process in which an electric cur-
rent is passed through scrap steel to melt and refine it, contains 25 percent to 35 per-
cent recycled content. This type of steel can be flattened relatively easily and is used
for items such as automotive body panels, exterior panels for major appliances and
containers such as soup cans. Steel made through the basic oxygen furnace process,
which combines molten iron from a blast furnace with pure oxygen, contains nearly
100 percent recycled content. Because of its great strength, this type of steel is typi-
cally used for items such as structural beams or plating.

What Makes a Green Building Product?

At the beginning of this book, I raised the question of how to define green and, ultimately,
how to define a green Data Center.

BuildingGreen, LLC, publisher of the monthly Environmental Building News, maintains a
database of more than 2,000 “environmentally preferable” building materials. As part of com-
piling that list, the Environmental Building News editorial staff developed standards for
designating a building product as green. Their criteria fall into five categories and provide
excellent benchmarks for considering when an item to use in your Data Center project is green:

1. Products made with salvaged, recycled, or agricultural waste content:

■ Salvaged products

■ Products with post-consumer recycled content

■ Products with pre-consumer recycled content

■ Products made from agricultural waste material

2. Products that conserve natural resources:

■ Products that reduce material use

■ Products with exceptional durability or low maintenance requirements

■ Certified wood products

■ Rapidly renewable products

3. Products that avoid toxic or other emissions:

■ Naturally or minimally processed products

■ Alternatives to ozone-depleting substances

■ Alternatives to hazardous products
continues
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continued

■ Products that reduce or eliminate pesticide treatments

■ Products that reduce storm-water pollution

■ Products that reduce impact from construction or demolition activities

■ Products that reduce pollution or waste from operations

4. Products that save energy or water:

■ Building components that reduce heating and cooling loads

■ Equipment that conserves energy and manages loads

■ Renewable energy and fuel cell equipment

■ Fixtures and equipment that conserve water

5. Products that contribute to a safe, healthy built environment:

■ Products that do not release significant pollutants into the building

■ Products that block the introduction, development, or spread of indoor con-
taminants

■ Products that remove indoor pollutants

■ Products that warn occupants of health hazards in the building

■ Products that improve light quality

■ Products that help control noise

■ Products that enhance community well-being

More information on the BuildingGreen database is located at http://www.buildinggreen.com.

Note The building industry generally uses the term greenfield to describe pristine or
undeveloped land, brownfield for abandoned properties (typically industrial or commer-
cial facilities) believed to contain hazardous contaminants, and grayfield for properties
containing abandoned buildings. I say “generally” because in some regions, brownfield

merely refers to any land that has been previously developed.

So, perhaps counter intuitively, building on a greenfield site actually makes a Data Center
less green.

Beyond employing individual recycled materials for your Data Center project, how about
using a recycled building? That is, constructing your server environment within an exist-
ing structure rather than constructing entirely new. Even if you have to make major modi-
fications for the pre-existing building to effectively house your servers, the project is still
likely to consume fewer materials than a new build. Some of the environmental building
assessment systems endorse this by awarding points for building reuse.

http://www.buildinggreen.com
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Embodied Energy and Emissions

You can take an even deeper look at how green your building’s construction materials are
by considering their embodied energy. That’s the total quantity of energy expended in
creating and providing a given item, including the following:

■ Extracting raw materials

■ Processing and manufacturing an item

■ Transporting it

■ Installing it

Broader definitions of the term embodied energy include the energy needed to maintain
an item and ultimately recycle or dispose of it. A similar concept, embodied emissions

or embodied carbon, refers to the carbon dioxide produced during those same stages of
an item’s life.

Accurately gauging the embodied energy and emissions of building materials can be
extremely difficult. For one, no single method or formula has been agreed upon for cal-
culating those values. Also, even the same building materials have their own circum-
stances unique to your specific project. How exactly was a given item manufactured?
How far did it have to be transported, first to whatever outlet it was sold from and then
to the construction site? For that matter, how was it transported? Different modes of
transportation consume energy and produce carbon at different rates.

Despite such variables, several studies have been performed to classify embodied energy
and emissions of various materials. Embodied energy is typically measured as a quantity
of energy per weighted unit of building material, for example megajoules (MJ) per pound
or kilogram. Embodied emissions are expressed as a quantity of carbon dioxide per
weighted unit of building material, for example pounds or kilograms of carbon dioxide
per pound or kilograms.

The University of Bath has compiled an Inventory of Carbon and Energy that includes
embodied energy and carbon ratings for approximately 170 construction materials.
Researchers drew information from a variety of published sources and, where regional
elements needed to be incorporated, generally based them on factors relevant to the
United Kingdom. (For instance, using the typical mix for electricity produced in the UK
to help calculate embodied emissions values.)

Table 3-1 lists values for several common building materials, based on the University of
Bath’s Inventory of Carbon and Energy.
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A handful of lessons can be taken away regarding embodied energy and emissions:

■ Buy local materials: The shorter distance that an item has to be transported, the
lower its embodied energy and emissions.

■ Buy materials with recycled content: Reusing an item or material invariably con-
sumes fewer resources than using something new.

■ Get back to nature: Goods made from natural components rather than man-made
ones typically consume less energy and resources.

Table 3.1 Embodied Energy and Carbon of Common Building Materials

Material Embodied Energy Embodied Carbon

MJ/lb MJ/kg Lb CO2/lb Kg CO2/kg

Aggregate 0.045 0.10 0.002 0.005

Aluminum (virgin) 98.88 218.00 5.20 11.46

Aluminum (recycled) 13.06 28.80 0.77 1.69

Asphalt (road and pavement) 1.09 2.41 0.06 0.14

Brick 1.36 3.00 0.10 0.22

Cement 2.09 4.60 0.38 0.83

Cement (25 percent fly ash) 1.60 3.52 0.28 0.62

Cement (50 percent fly ash) 1.10 2.43 0.19 0.42

Glass 6.80 15.00 0.39 0.85

Insulation 20.41 45.00 0.84 1.86

Insulation (fiberglass) 12.70 28.00 0.61 1.35

Insulation (cellulose) 0.43 to 1.5 0.94 to 3.3 — —

Paint 30.84 68.00 1.61 3.56

Plaster (gypsum) 0.82 1.80 0.05 0.12

Polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe 30.62 67.50 1.13 2.50

Steel (virgin) 16.01 35.30 1.25 2.75

Steel (recycled) 4.31 9.50 0.20 0.43

Stone 0.45 1.00 0.025 0.056

Timber 3.86 8.50 0.21 0.46

Wallpaper 16.51 36.40 0.88 1.93
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■ Less is more: The fewer materials you use in construction, the less energy and carbon
emissions that are involved.

Finally, as you consider embodied energy and emissions when choosing among various
building materials, don’t forget to compare items based on how they are actually used in
the construction of a building. For instance, although steel has higher embodied energy
and emissions than brick or stone, it also has greater strength relative to its mass. If you
were to build a wall out of the three materials, you can obtain the same structural
strength by using a smaller amount of steel—perhaps enough less to involve less embod-
ied energy and emissions.

Maintaining Air Quality

The building materials and fixtures you choose for your facility additionally impact air
quality, both outdoor and indoor, which in turn affects the health and productivity of
employees. Because green considerations often focus upon the external environment, you
might not automatically think of indoor air as a consideration for how green your facility
is. Nearly all environmental building assessment systems include indoor air quality as a
rating criterion, though.

Numerous building-related components—from paints and adhesives to flooring and car-
peting to furniture and office equipment—contain contaminants. Some, such as ceiling
tiles, produce particulate matter that can cause eye, nose, and throat irritation. Others
include organic chemical compounds that evaporate into the air. Known as volatile organic
compounds (VOC), these substances can emit smog-forming particles and make building
occupants ill. VOCs typically include carbon-based molecules, although specific regula-
tory definitions about what substances are VOCs and what aren’t differ by region.

According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, health impacts from VOCs can
include the following:

■ Eye, nose, and throat irritation

■ Headaches, loss of coordination, dizziness, and nausea

■ Nosebleeds (epistaxis)

■ Shortness of breath (dyspnea)

■ Vomiting (emesis)

■ Memory impairment

■ Damage to liver, kidney, and central nervous system functions

■ Cancer in humans and animals

As when dealing with any irritating or harmful substances, the severity of symptoms can
vary based on concentration and length of exposure.
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To maintain good air quality at your facility, choose paints, adhesives, sealants, wood
products, carpeting, and other materials that are classified as low- or no-VOCs. Several
countries mandate relevant products be labeled with their VOC content, and many manu-
facturers provide the information even in regions where they are not required to do so. If
such information is not readily available for a product you are considering purchasing,
inquire with the manufacturer.

During construction, provide ample ventilation when the materials are installed. Set up
fans to expel polluted air outside during construction, not to bring outside air in. When
possible, air out items before they are installed.

Note A handy construction tip is to provide extra ventilation whenever building materials
are used that are either wet or emit an odor. Odors are a sign that an item is releasing chem-
icals into the air, so don’t remove fans until well after the smell is gone.

How many fans do you need to deploy to air out a building space? That depends upon
three factors:

■ The size of the area you’re ventilating

■ How frequently you want to fully replenish the area with fresh air, known as air
changes per hour

■ The air moving capability of your fans, which is typically listed in cubic feet per
minute (cfm).

Various environmental and construction agencies recommend performing anywhere from
5 to 12 air changes per hour to maintain good air quality. To calculate the cumulative
cfm fan rating you need to fully refresh the air in an area, take the size of the space in
cubic feet, multiply it by the number of air changes per hour that you want, and then
divide by 60.

For instance, if you have a room that is 15 feet by 15 feet wide, with a 10-foot ceiling,
and you want to perform 5 air changes per hour, you need a fan rated at 187.5 cfm:

15 feet × 15 feet × 10 feet = 2250 cubic feet.

2,250 cubic feet × 5 air exchanges = 11,250 cubic feet per hour.

11,250 / 60 minutes = 187.5 cubic feet per minute.

(Using metric equivalents, that’s a 63.7 cubic meter room; 63.7 cubic meters × 5 air
exchanges = 318.5 cubic meters per hour. 382 / 60 minutes = 5.3 cubic meters per minute.)
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Caution Zinc filaments have been known to grow from the underside of Data Center
floor panels, a phenomenon known as zinc whiskers. Typically just a couple of microns
wide and a few hundred microns long, the filaments are considered innocuous unless they
are dislodged, at which point they can be propelled by the Data Center’s cooling system
and enter sensitive hardware, potentially causing an electrical short.

Because zinc filaments can become airborne, are they a threat to the health of Data Center
users in addition to Data Center hardware? No studies have been conducted on the issue,
so for now there is no clear answer. Even just considering the nonzinc particles that can be
stirred up by a Data Center’s air conditioning system, I would err on the side of caution
and minimize the time that employees spend working in the Data Center. Avoid setting up
desks or other items inside the Data Center that facilitate employees using the space as a
long-term work area.

As a more extreme example, say you want to air out your huge Data Center—a 100,000-
square foot room with a 12-foot ceiling—at a rate of 12 air changes per hour. That room
requires multiple fans with a cumulative rating of 240,000 cfm:

100,000 feet × 12 feet = 1,200,000 cubic feet.

1,200,000 × 12 air exchanges = 14,400,000 cubic feet per hour.

14,400,000 / 60 = 240,000 cubic feet per minute.

(Using metric equivalents, that’s a 33,960-cubic meter room; 33,960 cubic meters × 12
air exchanges = 407,520 cubic meters per hour, and 407,520 / 60 = 6792 cubic meters
per minute.)

Choosing Efficient Fixtures and Appliances

Although the vast majority of your building’s resource consumption occurs in the Data
Center, don’t overlook other fixtures and appliances. Every watt of electricity you save,
gallon (liter) of water you conserve, or pound (kilogram) of carbon dioxide that you
avoid generating, the greener your facility is. It doesn’t matter where in the building the
savings occur.

This is especially true for mixed-use facilities, in which a notable portion of the building
footprint is occupied by non-Data Center space. As mentioned in Chapter 2, it’s often
much easier to implement certain green practices in office spaces than hosting areas.

Efficiency opportunities can include the following:

■ Lighting: Design office areas to maximize daylight, reducing the use of powered
lights (and typically increasing the comfort and productivity of building occupants).
Install timers and motion sensors so lights automatically shut off during times when
employees are not present. Fluorescent T12 bulbs are the ubiquitous choice for ceil-
ing lights, but thinner T8 and T5 bulbs use less energy—25 percent to 50 percent less
by various estimates. (T indicates the tubular shape of the bulb; the number represents
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the diameter of the bulb in eighths of an inch.) Light emitting diode (LED) lights are
used rarely in office buildings but can provide even greater energy savings.

Note Some lighting must remain on in your building, including the Data Center, at all
times due to safety reasons. You don’t want employees to suddenly find themselves in
complete darkness.

Requirements for emergency lighting are typically spelled out in regional building codes. If
they are not specified for your Data Center project for some reason, be sure to at least illu-
minate major walkways in your Data Center and the entire building so that a person can
easily locate and walk to an exit.

■ Office electronics: Choose energy-efficient office equipment. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star program addresses computers,
copiers, digital duplicators, fax machines, printers, and even water coolers. An excel-
lent source of information about computers and monitors is the online Electronic
Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT), which evaluates those devices
according to 51 environmental criteria including material selection, packaging, ener-
gy efficiency, and to what degree a product’s component parts can be reused or
recycled at the end of its useful life. The tool is available at http://www.epeat.net.

■ Power strips: In many workplaces, computer peripherals such as monitors, printers,
and speakers are left on perpetually, even during nonbusiness hours. Several electri-
cal power strips are on the market nowadays that detect when a primary device (that
is, your computer) is either not present or not drawing power and then cut power to
the other sockets that peripheral devices are plugged in to. This avoids desktop items
drawing power when not needed, without having to rely on people to manually
unplug them at the end of each workday.

■ Kitchen appliances: Ideally your Data Center isn’t located in a building that also
contains a cafeteria or break room, due to the increased potential for a fire or water
leak to occur. If it is, however, you can at least choose energy-efficient appliances.

■ Plumbing fixtures: Even if your Data Center is located within a dedicated building
that contains no office space or other regularly occupied areas, it will likely include
one or more restrooms. Waterless urinals forgo the 1.5 gallons to 3.5 gallons (5.7 liters
to 13.2 liters) of water per use of conventional toilets, typically saving tens of thou-
sands of gallons (liters) per year. Auto-sensing sink fixtures can also reduce water, as do
low flow shower heads if the building happens to include employee shower facilities.

Even fixtures that don’t consume power or water can indirectly impact the building’s
energy efficiency. Designing work areas to be open or use low-height cubicle walls, for
instance, improves illumination and can potentially reduce lighting needs.

Note Cisco installed more than 400 waterless urinals at its San Jose, California, campus in
2007 and 2008. Switching to these from conventional toilets saves an estimated 8.5 million
gallons (32.2 million liters) of water per year.

http://www.epeat.net
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Data Center Configuration

The physical configuration of your Data Center—where you place it in a building and
how you arrange its physical infrastructure components—provides another opportunity
to make the facility more efficient. Strategies to consider include the following:

■ Situating your hosting space at the center of a building rather than right against an
external building wall provides some isolation from outside temperatures, for in-
stance, so your cooling system won’t have to work as hard on hot days.

■ Placing cooling infrastructure near heat-producing hardware, a practice known as
close-coupled cooling. Compared to traditional Data Center designs, where large air
handlers attempt to cool large sections of the hosting space, close-coupled cooling
requires less fan energy to project cooling where it’s needed and reduces unwanted
opportunities for chilled air and server exhaust to mix. This approach and the ineffi-
ciency that comes with mixing Data Center airflows are covered in Chapter 5.

■ Streamlining your structured cabling design by adopting a distributed physical hierar-
chy. A distributed design uses significantly fewer cabling materials and improves the
cooling airflow. This design and a detailed look at the reduced length of cable runs it
offers are presented in Chapter 6, “Cabling Your Way to a Greener Data Center.”

Building Exterior

The outside of your Data Center building will be subjected to a variety of weather and
temperatures during its lifespan. So, in addition to the green characteristics you want for
other building elements—durable and preferably made from renewable or recycled con-
tent—look for external building components that can mitigate those outdoor conditions.

For instance, you can lower the temperature of your building and reduce how hard your
internal cooling system must work by using surfaces that have high solar reflectance and
thermal emittance. That is, they efficiently reflect sunlight and shed absorbed heat.

Both solar reflectance and thermal emittance are typically expressed as either a percent-
age or as a value between 0 and 1. The higher the number, the less a material absorbs and
retains heat. To qualify for an Energy Star label, for example, low-slope roofs must have
an initial solar reflectance of at least 0.65 and after 3 years at least 0.50. Steep slope roofs
must have an initial solar reflectance of at least 0.25 and after 3 years at least 0.15.

Roofs with high-radiative properties, often called cool roofs, make your building greener
not only because they conserve energy, but also because they decrease heat islands. Heat

islands, where urban areas have higher temperatures than nearby rural ones, can increase
peak energy demand on an electrical grid, possibly leading to brownouts or blackouts,
and contribute to the creation of smog.

Heat islands are caused by the reduced quantity of trees and foliage in developed areas,
airflow restrictions created by tall buildings, and exhaust heat from motor vehicles and
buildings. Many cities can see a temperature difference of as much as 10 degrees
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Fahrenheit (5.6 degrees Celsius) above adjoining rural areas, according to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

Tip Several government agencies have programs to reduce heat islands. Some are financial
incentive programs—offering partial rebates on the installation of cool roofs, for exam-
ple—whereas others are in the form of building code requirements.

Check with the regional planning department where your Data Center is to be constructed
to see what programs might exist. Information regarding heat island initiatives in the
United States is maintained by the Environmental Protection Agency at
http://tinyurl.com/rabyat.

A subset of cool roofs, also known as green roofs or living roofs, employs live vegetation
atop conventional roofing. In addition to the temperature-reducing benefits of other cool
roofs, green roofs reduce storm-water runoff, act as additional building insulation, and are
credited with nearly doubling a roofing system’s lifespan by shielding the surface from
sun and rain. Green walls or living walls, which apply the same mechanism to a building’s
vertical surfaces, can also be employed, although are much less common.

Whether applied to a roof or wall, a living surface requires careful engineering. Simply
allowing ivy to grow up the side of your building does not equate to a green wall. A
proper installation involves a protective membrane to prevent either moisture or plant
roots from penetrating to the building, a drainage system to keep foliage from being
flooded by pooled water, a soil layer to anchor plants and absorb nutrients and, of
course, the vegetation itself—typically plants that are fast growing, drought tolerant, and
low maintenance. The entire system needs to be lightweight so as to not pose structural
problems for the roof.

Tip Are you interested to know how efficiently a particular brand of roofing system
reflects sunlight and sheds heat? Would you like to know how much of a difference that a
more efficient roof can make upon your building’s cooling (and therefore energy) usage?

The Cool Roof Rating Council maintains a listing of the solar reflectance and thermal emit-
tance of more than 1,200 roofing materials at http://www.coolroofs.org/index.html.

The U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. EPA’s Energy Star program each provide roofing
comparison calculators. They estimate a roof’s cooling costs based upon factors such as
regional electrical prices, local weather conditions, air-conditioning efficiency, roof insula-
tion, solar reflectance, and thermal emittance. By entering different data into the tools, you
can see the potential savings associated with roofs possessing more radiative properties.

The calculators are located at (DOE) http://www.ornl.gov/sci/roofs+walls/facts/
CoolCalcEnergy.htm and (Energy Star) http://www.roofcalc.com/
RoofCalcBuildingInput.aspx.

http://tinyurl.com/rabyat
http://www.coolroofs.org/index.html
http://www.ornl.gov/sci/roofs+walls/facts/CoolCalcEnergy.htm
http://www.ornl.gov/sci/roofs+walls/facts/CoolCalcEnergy.htm
http://www.roofcalc.com/RoofCalcBuildingInput.aspx
http://www.roofcalc.com/RoofCalcBuildingInput.aspx
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External building surfaces are also, obviously, prime locations to install photovoltaic
cells—devices that convert solar energy into electricity. These can include solar panels
mounted on rooftops or walls or even building integrated photovoltaics, in which compo-
nents are embedded within the envelope of the building. Building integrated photovoltaic
systems can take the form of roofing tiles, spandrel panels (opaque glass used between
floors in commercial building facades), awnings, skylights, sunshades, walls, and more.

Photovoltaics today typically generate 5 watts to 15 watts per square foot (50 watts to
150 watts per square meter) when in full sunlight. You, therefore, need from 65 square
feet to 200 square feet (6 square meters to 18.6 square meters) of photovoltaics to pro-
duce one kilowatt of power.

Exactly how much energy can be harvested by a solar array varies by product, because some
are more efficient than others, and by environmental conditions, including the following:

■ Latitude: Various parts of the world receive more or less sun exposure than others,
which affects how much solar energy can be collected.

■ Climate: Overcast or stormy weather reduces the amount of sun that a photovoltaic
system is exposed to. Nearby snowy surfaces can actually boost performance by
reflecting more light onto a solar array, but only if the array itself isn’t covered with
snow.

■ Orientation: Photovoltaic components should be installed to receive maximum
exposure to the sun. Avoid obstructions to the system such as trees or other struc-
tures especially during peak collection hours, when the sun appears highest in the
sky.

■ External air quality: The more contaminants in the air, the less solar energy that
reaches a solar array.

Note RoofRay, a solar array modeling service based in Walnut Creek, California, offers
an online tool that calculates the solar potential of specific buildings. Along with entering
your building address and key information such as the tilt angle of the roof, you trace a
solar array onto an actual satellite image of the roof of the building.

The tool then calculates the size of the solar array and, by incorporating regional factors
such as typical weather conditions, projects how much energy it can capture and the
impact upon your electrical bill. The tool is available at http://www.roofray.com.

If you install a photovoltaic system and employ a cool roof on your building, clean their
surfaces frequently. Any dirt or debris that covers them reduces their efficiency, reducing
how much energy you collect.

http://www.roofray.com
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Landscaping

Although not frequently given much consideration when planning a Data Center project,
landscaping—encompassing not only lawns and vegetation but also the artificial surfaces
on a property—has a significant effect on how green your facility is, influencing building
heat loads, water usage, air quality, and other conditions.

Be strategic about what you plant on your land and where. That means not only using
drought tolerant and low maintenance plants, but also placing trees in key locations to
shade buildings and areas that can otherwise absorb and store unwanted heat, such as
parking lots.

If your Data Center project involves building new structures, or expanding existing ones,
don’t indiscriminately move earth and demolish trees and other vegetation. The goal is to
minimize disruption to the land and, where possible, reintegrate natural components. For
instance, if you need to remove trees during construction, try to replant them elsewhere
on the site.

Figure 3.1 shows workers relocating a tree to make way for Data Center construction. The
tree was moved to a makeshift tree farm on the building site, shown in Figure 3.2.

Image provided by courtesy of Scott Smith.

Figure 3.1 Relocating a Tree
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In Figure 3.3, a few feet (one meter) of dirt is excavated from the ground floor of a build-
ing to make room for a sunken Data Center raised floor. Figure 3.4 shows the amount of
soil removed from the building in a period of 24 hours.

Image provided by courtesy of Scott Smith.

Figure 3.2 Temporary Tree Farm

Image provided by courtesy of Andy Broer.

Figure 3.3 Backhoe in the Data Center
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Note Figures 3.1 through 3.4 are from a Cisco Data Center project in Richardson, Texas,
completed in 2007.

We built the Data Center in a pre-existing cold shell building, which is an empty building
with an unfinished interior. We opted to forgo entrance ramps and sink the Data Center’s
raised floor so that its top surface would be level with the corridors leading to it, which
required excavating the ground floor. The extracted dirt was reused on the property as
land berms.

Installation of a security fence around the perimeter of the building necessitated the
removal of about 45 trees, including bald cypress, crepe myrtle, live oak, magnolia, and
red oak trees. Half of them were replanted in the immediate vicinity of the Data Center
building; others were placed in key locations on the campus or donated for use on other
(non-Cisco) properties.

Image provided by courtesy of Andy Broer.

Figure 3.4 Reusable Soil
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To reduce water usage, avoid pollution, and reduce your maintenance costs, you need to
implement good landscape management practices, including the following:

■ Irrigate efficiently: Don’t overwater, which not only consumes more water, but can
also cause vegetation to grow faster and, therefore, require additional maintenance.

■ Use mulch: Place mulch in planting areas to insulate foliage, reduce water usage, and
limit erosion. Where possible, reuse plant clippings or wood waste from your own
property as mulch.

■ Leave grass clippings on lawns: Grass clippings decompose over time. This is good
for the lawn, providing nutrients from the clippings, avoiding the need to dispose of
the green waste, and reducing water and fertilizer usage.

■ Limit pesticide usage: Consider solutions for controlling unwanted weeds and
insects that don’t involve chemicals so as to maintain good air quality.

■ Avoid excessive pruning: Pruning can trigger faster growth, requiring additional
maintenance activity.

Be aware that many green elements that are effective for the exterior of your building can
also be incorporated onto your overall property. For instance, the same advantages of
implementing a cool roof—lowering energy consumption to cool a building and reducing
heat islands—can be gained by implementing cool pavement, consisting of materials with
high solar reflectance and thermal emittance.

Likewise, photovoltaic components can be installed on your property to harvest solar
energy. Solar canopies for parking lots can perform double duty at a building site, both
generating electricity and providing shade for employee vehicles. Street lamps are also
available that can be powered by solar energy alone or by a combination of wind and
solar energy.

Consider using pervious concrete or porous asphalt for paved locations on your property
such as sidewalks, parking areas, and curb and gutter systems. Unlike conventional
paving, pervious materials enable water to seep through. This reduces storm-water runoff,
helps recharge groundwater, and better transfers cooler temperatures from the earth
below to the pavement, reducing heat island effects. Rubberized asphalt, mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter as a green material because it uses ground up scrap tires that
would otherwise end up in landfills, is available in pervious form.

You can reduce water usage at your site by collecting and storing rainwater, using it for
nondrinking activities such as watering vegetation and (after treating the water) flushing
toilets. Rainwater harvesting equipment consists of a catchment (typically atop a building
roof) to collect the water, a distribution system (angled roof features, gutters, down-
spouts), and a container to store it (a cistern).

How much water can you expect to collect? That depends upon the size of the catch-
ment and how much rain falls in the region. To make an estimate, multiply the size of the
collection area by the average amount of rainfall for a given period.
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For instance, if your catchment area is 20 feet long by 50 feet wide and the area receives
24 inches of rain per year, that’s 20 feet × 50 feet × (24 inches / 12) = 2000 cubic feet of
water. Multiply by 7.48 to convert to gallons; 2000 cubic feet × 7.48 = 14,960 gallons.

Using metric figures, that’s a 6.1 meters × 15.2 meters × (61 centimeters / 100) = 56.6
cubic meters of water. Multiply by 1,000 to convert to liters; 56.6 cubic meters × 1000 =
56,600 liters. (Note: The end calculations of 14,960 gallons and 56,600 liters don’t con-
vert exactly due to rounding of metric measurements.)

This is an idealized number because it does not account for water spillage or evaporation,
both of which reduce the total water yield.

Note Before installing a rainwater harvesting system on your site, make sure it’s legal to
do so. Due to water rights regulations and laws that prohibit standing water because it’s a
breeding ground for disease-carrying mosquitoes, some government agencies either out-
right prohibit rainwater collection or at least require a permit to do so.

In the United States, Colorado and Utah prohibit the practice whereas—as of this writ-
ing—Arizona, Hawaii, Kentucky, Ohio, Texas, Washington, and West Virginia either have
or are considering regulations concerning rainwater harvesting.

Strategies for a Greener Construction Site

Construction sites have an inherent messiness to them. Dirt is kicked up as heavy machin-
ery rumbles across the property. Mountains of packaging material form as building fix-
tures are unwrapped. Scrap building materials accumulate as items are cut to specific
sizes. Even the minor leavings of lunches, multiplied by hundreds of people working on
site for months, can have a significant impact upon the surrounding environment if not
managed in some way.

It’s therefore important that just as you design your Data Center to have less environmen-
tal impact, so too plan your construction site. Designate separate areas to store building
materials, unpackage and assemble building fixtures and appliances, deposit recyclable
items (packaging, bottles, and the like), deposit salvageable items (such as leftover building
materials), and dispose of construction waste. If the property is undeveloped, carefully
choose the makeshift roads that construction vehicles carve in to the property to limit
disruption of the soil. Define vulnerable areas on the job site where construction activity
is not allowed.

Other approaches to make the construction phase of your Data Center project greener
include the following:

■ Mitigating dust, smoke, and odors: Effective dust control measures include limiting
site traffic, reducing vehicle speeds, installing wind fencing, covering dirt piles, and
watering regularly at the site.



■ Controlling erosion and waste-water runoff: Prevent sediment, debris, or other pol-
lutants from entering nearby streams or storm drains by employing diversion ditches,
silt fencing, and other retention structures. Minimize soil disturbance, limit grading
to small areas, and place ground coverings over exposed areas.

■ Minimizing noise and vibrations: Newer construction equipment bearing muffling
devices can be notably quieter and generate less-powerful vibrations than older sys-
tems. Install barriers, such as chain-link fencing mounted with plywood and sound-
absorbing mats, at the start of the project. Set up temporary barriers around stationary
construction activities known to generate noise (for example, a worker cutting
notches in panels for a Data Center raised floor). Include noise-related financial
incentives and penalties in your construction contracts so that on-site workers are
accountable for noise mitigation. Measure on-site noise periodically.

■ Managing construction waste: Save money and make your Data Center project
greener by reducing how much construction waste is produced and then reusing or
recycling what is created. To reduce waste, standardize on building material sizes to
make leftover stock less likely. Ask suppliers to consolidate packaging and take back
transport materials such as pallets. Separate construction debris into recyclable and
nonrecyclable materials; then seek out a local company that buys and resells second-
hand construction materials to reuse your leftover materials.

Building Commissioning

Modern buildings are complex entities—those housing Data Centers are especially so.
An effective way to ensure that a facility’s various infrastructure systems are all working
well is to have the building commissioned.

Commissioning involves a systematic review of equipment to make sure all components
work according to their specifications and that interactions between equipment happens
properly. The scope of commissioning can vary, both in terms of what phases of a project
that a commissioning authority is involved in and what equipment is reviewed.
Commissioning can be done on either new or existing buildings (sometimes called
retrocommissioning).

For a new building, the process ideally begins with the initial planning of the project and
continues through design, construction, and then post-construction stages, typically con-
tinuing for about a year after a building comes online so that potential warranty issues
are identified and addressed. Simply commissioning at the end of a project is less effec-
tive because it does not allow potential shortcomings to be addressed in the planning or
design stage.

Systems that are commonly commissioned include the following:

■ Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems: Air conditioning and
distribution, central heating and cooling, water-cooling delivery elements, pressure
management systems, and variable frequency drives
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■ Building management systems: Controls interfacing with HVAC, electrical, fire
alarm, and security systems

■ Primary and standby electrical systems: Power distribution systems, lighting
controls, automatic transfer switches, uninterruptible power supply systems, and
generators

■ Fire detection and suppression systems: Fire detection equipment and alarms, noti-
fication systems, wet or dry sprinkler systems, gaseous fire suppression system, and
the interface between detection and suppression components

■ Plumbing systems: Hot and cold water, sanitary waste, and storm drainage systems

■ Specialty systems: Elevators and escalators

■ Building elements: Building envelope, exterior curtain walls, and roofing structure

■ Voice and data distribution systems: Cabling, telephony systems, and networking
equipment

How valuable is commissioning? An analysis of building commissioning projects spon-
sored by the U.S. Department of Energy determined that commissioning uncovers an
average of 28 deficiencies per new building and 11 per existing building. HVAC systems
accounted for the most problems.

The 2004 study, The Cost-Effectiveness of Commercial-Buildings Commissioning,
reviewed 175 commissioning projects conducted across the United States between 1984
and 2003 involving 224 buildings. It was conducted by Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, Portland Energy Conservation, Inc., and Texas A&M University’s Energy
Systems Laboratory. Its authors concluded that “commissioning is one of the most cost-
effective means of improving energy efficiency in commercial buildings” and estimated that
buildings in the United States alone could realize $18 billion per year in energy savings.

Retrofitting an Existing Data Center

Although this chapter is written predominantly from the perspective of constructing an
all-new Data Center, don’t overlook green design and build possibilities for projects that
involve upgrading your existing server environments. Although you won’t be making a
site selection decision, green strategies around building materials, building exteriors, and
landscaping are still valid, and it’s even more important to maintain good air quality
around an already populated building than at a construction site.

Existing roofing systems can certainly be retrofitted with cool roofs, living roofs, or pho-
tovoltaic systems, and building commissioning can be done as easily on existing struc-
tures as on new ones.

Remember that if you retrofit a pre-existing server environment, you have already imple-
mented one green element. You’re reusing a structure rather than constructing something
new and have, therefore, avoided consuming even more resources.



Summary

When evaluating a potential Data Center site, consider local factors including electrical
mix, weather conditions, building codes, and work-force proximity because each of these
influence how green your facility can be.

Durable building materials need replacement less often and, therefore, consume fewer
resources. Pick materials composed of renewable resources, recycled content, or sub-
stances that would otherwise end up in a landfill. Also choose items with less-embodied
energy and embodied emissions.

Maintain good air quality by using building components such as paints, carpeting, and
office equipment that have little or no volatile organic compounds, and be sure to thor-
oughly ventilate the building during construction.

Choose energy-efficient building fixtures and appliances such as lighting components,
office electronics, power strips, kitchen appliances, and plumbing fixtures.

Insulate the Data Center from external temperatures by placing it at the center of the
building. Employing a distributed design for the Data Center’s structured cabling requires
less cabling, thereby reducing the amount of materials that are consumed, than a direct-
connect design.

Several green features can be incorporated into the exterior of your building including
highly reflective cool roofs or vegetation-bearing living roofs, each of which reduce heat
island effects. A photovoltaic system can also be installed—either on a rooftop or inte-
grated into building surfaces—with its efficiency influenced by location, climate, sun
exposure, and air quality.

Landscaping affects the thermal load, water usage, air quality, and other green elements
of your building. Choose drought tolerant and low maintenance plants and strategically
place trees to shade buildings and parking lots. Irrigate efficiently, use mulch to save
water and reduce erosion, allow grass clippings to decompose on lawn areas, limit the use
of pesticides, and avoid excess pruning.

Consider photovoltaic installations on the grounds of your site as well. Pervious concrete
and porous asphalt allow water to pass through, reducing storm-water runoff and heat
islands. You can use a rainwater collection system to gather an alternate source of water
for nonpotable uses such as landscaping.

Reduce the environmental impact of your building construction site by establishing sepa-
rate areas to store materials, unpackage fixtures, sort recyclables, collect salvageable
items, and dispose of construction waste. Prohibit construction activity in sensitive por-
tions of the site. Mitigate dust, smoke, and odors; control erosion and wastewater runoff;
minimize noise and vibrations; and manage construction waste.

Have your building commissioned to ensure that its infrastructure systems work correctly
in conjunction with one another. The scope of commissioning can vary, but systems that
are commonly reviewed include HVAC, building management, primary and standby elec-
trical, fire detection and suppression, plumbing, elevators, building envelope, roofing, and
voice and data distribution.

You can implement several green design and build approaches just as effectively during
the retrofit of an existing Data Center as during construction of a new facility.
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Environmental Rating System),
48-49

automated provisioning and delivery,
service-oriented phase (paradigm
shifts), 206
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automation (integrated)

data centers, 209

virtualization, 241

dynamic cooling, 242

follow-the-moon approach, 243

idling servers, 242

B

backward consolidation, 210

Bank of America Corporation, green
businesses, 27

barrages, 106

batteries, 249

below-ground data centers, 133

Best Practices for Data Centers:
Lessons Learned from
Benchmarking 22 Data Centers, 6

bike storage lockers, 252-253

biofuels, 102

block-based virtualization, 235

blow-down, cooling tower water, 138

branch office consolidation, 225

Brazil

hydroelectric dams, 106

National Institute for Space
Research, hydroelectric dams, 106

BRE (Building Research
Establishment) Ltd. website, 256

breakpoint optimization, 212

BREEAM (Building Research
Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method), 19, 41-42

brick/stone (salvaged), data center
design/build strategies, 73

brownfields, 75

budgets, hardware purchases, 194-195

build/design strategies (data centers)

air quality, 78-80

building commissioning, 90-91

building exteriors, 82-84

building materials, 73-74

construction sites, 89

embodied energy/emissions, 76-78

evaluating potential sites, 71-72

fixtures/appliances, 80-81

landscaping, 85-89

lighting, 80

office electronics, 81

power strips, 81

retrofitting existing data centers, 91

building codes, evaluating data center
locations, 71

building commissioning

building management systems, 91

Cost-Effectiveness of Commercial-
Buildings Commissioning study,
The, 91

data center design/build strategies,
90-91

Building Green, Inc. website, 256

building materials

data center design/build strategies,
73-74

green building materials, criteria for,
74-75

building power management, power
efficiency and, 250

BuildingGreen, LLC, 74-75

bus/train passes, subsidizing, 252

buying hardware

budget effects on hardware choices,
194-195

consolidating packaging, 193

buying hardware 273



C

cabling

category 5 cabling, 151

category 5A cabling, 151

category 6 cabling, 151

category 6A cabling, 151

copper cabling, 151-153, 156

direct-connect cabling, 158-161

distributed cabling hierarchies, 158,
161-163

fiber optic cabling, 151

Data Centre Future Is Green
with Fiber Optics, The, 152-
153

form factor of, 153

Green Advantage of 10G
Optical Fiber whitepaper,
The, 155

manufacturing considerations, 
152-153

performance, buying for, 153

power cables, 247

power consumption and, 154-155

streamlining

dedicated cable bin areas, 165

patch cords, 164-167

structured cabling, 157-164

twinax cabling, 151

usable lifespan of, 153

CADE (Corporate Average Data
Center Efficiency) metric, 65-67

California

365 Main Data Center developer, 19

PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric) Co.,
green incentive programs, 22-23

Santa Monica, Robert Redford Building
(LEED platinum ratings), 72

Camera Corner/Connecting Point,
fire safety, 178-180

Canada

Green Globes environmental building
assessment systems, 42-43

Montreal Protocol, 177

cancer, 169

capacity and consolidation, 217

Capital Goes Green case study (Dell),
214

carbon dioxide, 12, 96

carbon emissions, electricity and, 71

carbon footprints, measuring data
center efficiency, 37-38

carbon offsets, examples of, 38

carpool programs, 252

CASBEE (Comprehensive Assessment
System for Building Environment
Efficiency), 49-50

category 5 cabling, 151

category 5A cabling, 151

category 6 cabling, 151

category 6A cabling, 151

CDN (content distribution networks),
243

Cebu Declaration on East Asian
Energy Security, 13

CEE (Consortium for Energy
Efficiency) website, 261

CEPAS (Comprehensive
Environmental Performance
Assessment Scheme), 51-52

Ceres report, 29

CFC (chlorofluorocarbons), evolution
of, 170

CFD (computational fluid dynamics)
modeling, mapping hot spots, 146

chillers (cooling systems), 129
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China

CEPAS (Comprehensive
Environmental Performance
Assessment Scheme), 51-52

government green incentive pro-
grams, 24

HK-BEAM (Hong Kong Building
Environmental Assessment
Method) environmental building
assessment systems, 44

National Climate Change Program, 10

Cisco

Efficiency Assurance Program, 198

green businesses, 29-30

Product Efficiency Calculator, 198

Reducing Data Center TCO through
Network and Storage
Consolidation whitepaper, 223

Citigroup, green businesses, 28

Climate Savers Computing Initiative,
187-188

cloning (virtual), storage virtualiza-
tion, 237

close-coupled cooling, 82

cloud computing, 245

Code of Conduct on Data Centres
Energy Efficiency (European
Commission), 13

cold/hot airflows, isolating (airflow
optimization), 141-143

commissioning (building)

Cost-Effectiveness of Commercial-
Buildings Commissioning study,
The, 91

data center design/build strategies,
90-91

composability, service-oriented phase
(paradigm shifts), 206

compute resources

data center consolidation, 218-219

virtualization, 231-234

concrete with fly ash, data center
design/build strategies, 73

connectors, 247

consolidation

backward consolidation, 210

branch offices, 225

data centers, 209-210, 213

applications, 224-225

benefits of, 226

capacity, 217

challenges of, 227

complexity, 227

compute resources, 218-219

data protection, 226

data reduction, 223

databases, 224-225

facilities, 225-226

functional consolidation, 216

I/O consolidation, 215

legal compliances, 227

less is more philosophy, 211

leveraging opportunities, 212

lifecycle stage consolidation, 223

long-term archives, 223

manageability, 226

network consolidation, 214-217

performance, 227

purges, 223

reusability, 211

right sizing, 212

security, 227

server consolidation, 218

simplicity, 226

storage, 220-223

TCO, 226

utilization, 212

WAN consolidation, 217

consolidation 275



forward consolidation, 211

functional consolidation, 219

geographical consolidation, 210

logical consolidation. See standardi-
zation

SAN island consolidation, 221

scalability, 211

construction sites, data center
design/build strategies, 89

consumables (Data Center)

connectors, 247

donating, 248

mounting rails, 248

non-data center consumables

aluminum, 250

batteries, 249

glass, 250

inkjet (toner) cartridges, 249

light bulbs, 249

packaging material, 249

paper, 250

plastic, 250

patch cords, 247

power cables, 247

reducing waste associated with, 248

server cabinets, 248

sharing/repurposing, 248

contracting, service-oriented phase
(paradigm shifts), 206

cooling

close-coupled cooling, 82

cool roofs, 82-83

dynamic cooling, integrated automa-
tion, 242

efficiency of, hardware and, 192

cooling systems

affinity laws, 135-136

air handlers, coordinating, 148

air-based systems versus liquid-based
systems, 139-141

airflow optimization

cabinet solutions, 146

isolating hot/cold airflows,
141-143

mapping hot spots, 146

plenums, 143-145

sealing gaps, 145

ASHRAE IT hardware temperature
ranges, 123

chillers, 129

cooling tower water, 137-138

Data Center Emergency Cooling
Study, 125

distribution, 148

economizers, 124, 130-131

enclosed cabinet cooling units, 142

enclosed row cooling units, 143

equipment choices/distribution, 
147-148

fans, 126

geothermal cooling, 132

heat recovery/reusablity, waste heat,
127-129

heat wheels, 132

hot aisles, 126

hot gas bypasses, 134

importance of, 125

in-row cooling, 139

liquid-based systems versus air-based
systems, 139-141

outside air, cooling via, 130-131

overhead cooling units, 140

partial thermal loads, minimizing,
133-135

power failures and, 125
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temperatures, setting, 123-126

troubleshooting, preventing malfunc-
tions, 124

variable frequency drives, 135-136

warranties, honoring, 126

copper cabling, 151-153, 156

Coreix Data Center, 20

Corning Cable Systems, Green
Advantage of 10G Optical Fiber
whitepaper, The, 155

Cost-Effectiveness of Commercial-
Buildings Commissioning study,
The, 91

Costs and Financial Benefits of Green
Buildings, 6

CPE (Compute Power Efficiency)
metric, 63

CRC (Carbon Reduction
Commitment), UK, 10

Critical Facilities Round Table web-
site, 259

CXO magazine, Data Centre Future
Is Green with Fiber Optics, The,
152-153

D

dams (hydroelectric), 105-106

DAS (Direct-Attached Storage), 221

data centers

alternative energy sources

biofuels, 102

fuel cells, 102-103

hydropower, 105-106

solar power, 107

tidal power, 106

wave power, 107

wind power, 108-109

below-ground data centers, 133

configuring, building exteriors, 82-84

consolidation, 209-210, 213

applications, 224-225

benefits of, 226

capacity, 217

challenges of, 227

complexity, 227

compute resources, 218-219

data protection, 226

data reduction, 223

databases, 224-225

facilities, 225-226

functional consolidation, 216

I/O consolidation, 215

legal compliances, 227

less is more philosophy, 211

leveraging opportunities, 212

lifecycle stage consolidation, 223

long-term archives, 223

manageability, 226

network consolidation, 214-217

performance, 227

purges, 223

reusability, 211

right sizing, 212

security, 227

server consolidation, 218

simplicity, 226

storage, 220-223

TCO, 226

utilization, 212

WAN consolidation, 217

consumables

connectors, 247

donating, 248

mounting rails, 248
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patch cords, 247

power cables, 247

reducing waste associated with,
248

server cabinets, 248

sharing/repurposing, 248

cooling systems

affinity laws, 135-136

air-based systems versus liq-
uid-based systems, 139-141

airflow optimization, 141-146

ASHRAE IT hardware tempera-
ture ranges, 123

chillers, 129

cooling tower water, 137-138

cooling via outside air, 130-131

coordinating air handlers, 148

Data Center Emergency
Cooling Study, 125

distribution, 148

economizers, 124, 130-131

enclosed cabinet cooling units,
142

enclosed row cooling units, 143

equipment choices/distribu-
tion, 147-148

fans, 126

geothermal cooling, 132

heat recovery/reusability, 
127-129

heat wheels, 132

honoring warranties, 126

hot aisles, 126

hot gas bypasses, 134

importance of, 125

in-row cooling, 139

liquid-based systems versus
air-based systems, 139-141

minimizing partial thermal
loads, 133-135

overhead cooling units, 140

power failures and, 125

setting temperatures, 123-126

troubleshooting, 124

variable frequency drives,
135-136

Coreix Data Center, 20

Data Centre Future Is Green with
Fiber Optics, The, 152-153

Data Center Pulse website, 259

design/build strategies

air quality, 78-80

building commissioning, 90-91

building exteriors, 82-84

building materials, 73-74

construction sites, 89

embodied energy/emissions,
76-78

evaluating potential sites, 71-72

fixtures/appliances, 80-81

landscaping, 85-89

lighting, 80

office electronics, 81

power strips, 81

retrofitting existing data 
centers, 91

energy consumption, 93

carbon dioxide emissions, 96

greenhouse gas emissions, 96

lighting, 118

power savings, 95

existing data centers, retrofitting, 91

fire safety, 178-180

governance, 209
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green data centers

Bank of America Corp., 27

capacity gains, 9

Cisco, 29-30

Citgroup, 28

Home Depot, 32

HP (Hewlett-Packard) company,
30

HSBC Group, 29

IBM, 31

increased regulations, 10-14

monetary benefits, 5-8

power demands, 2-5

public perception, 15-17

resistance to, 20

socially responsible companies,
26

technological advances, 14

Vestas Wind Systems, 26

Wal-Mart, 32

hosting models, 209

ADN, 243

CDN, 243

cloud computing, 245

SaaS, 244

XaaS, 244

integrated automation, 209

leased data centers, 18-19

measuring efficiency of, 35

carbon footprints, 37-38

energy usage, 36-37

environmental building assess-
ment systems, 39-55

generator emissions, 39

green metrics, 59-69

heat waste, 39

organizations influencing data
center metrics, 56-58

water consumption, 39

ozone layer and, 169

power system design

AC versus DC, 109-111

generators, 116-117

lighting, 118

overhead versus under-floor
distribution, 119-120

PDU, 112-113

power monitoring, 119

UPS, 114, 116

retrofitting, 91

service-oriented data centers, 201

optimization, 208-210

paradigm shifts, 203-208

siting

building codes, 71-72

electricity and carbon emis-
sions, 71

evaluating potential sites, 71

flight paths, 72

natural disasters, 72

political climates, 72

pollution, 72

property zoning, 72

vibration, 72

weather, 71

work-force proximity, 72

standardization, 209-210

ultraviolet radiation and, 169

virtualization, 209, 227

aggregation, 240

applications, 238-239

benefits of, 240

challenges of, 241

compute resources, 231-234

databases, 238-239

facilities, 239-240
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integrated automation, 241-243

networks, 229

storage, 234-237

data protection, data center consoli-
dation, 226

data reduction

data center consolidation, 223

storage virtualization, 237

data/voice distribution, building
commissioning, 91

databases

consolidation, 224-225

virtualization, 238-239

DatacenterDynamics website, 259

Datacom equipment, ASHRAE
Environmental Guidelines for
Datacom Equipment, 123

daylighting, 118

DC (direct current) versus AC 
(alternating current), 109-111

DC Pro (Data Center Energy
Profiler), 62

DCIE (Data Center Infrastructure
Efficiency) metric, 60-62

DCP (Data Center Productivity)
metric, 68

de-duplication, storage virtualization,
237

Declaration on Climate Change,
Energy and the Environment
(Singapore), 13

dedicated cable bin areas, streamlin-
ing cabling, 165

dedicated phase (paradigm shifts), 205

Dell, Capital Goes Green case study,
214

Denmark, Vestas Wind Systems, 26

Department of Energy (U.S.)

DC Pro, 62

Save Energy Now program, 62

website, 262

design/build strategies (data centers)

air quality, 78-80

building commissioning, 90-91

building exteriors, 82-84

building materials, 73-74

construction sites, 89

embodied energy/emissions, 76-78

evaluating potential sites, 71-72

fixtures/appliances, 80-81

landscaping, 85-89

lighting, 80

office electronics, 81

power strips, 81

retrofitting existing data centers, 91

desktops (virtual), 239

DGNB (Deutsche Gesellchaft für
Nachhaltiges Bauen), 52

diesel generators, 116-117

direct-connect cabling, 158-161

discoverability from a service reposi-
tory, service-oriented phase (para-
digm shifts), 206

diskless servers, 222

distributed cabling hierarchies, 158,
161-163

drift (windage), cooling tower exhaust
air, 138

drywall (synthetic), data center
design/build strategies, 73

Dupont and Fike Corporation, fire
suppressants, 178

dynamic application service distribu-
tion, 238

dynamic cooling, integrated automa-
tion, 242
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E

E-Waste

StEP initiative, 248

WEEE Directive, 249

ECA (Enhanced Capital Allowances),
24

economies of scale, storage virtualiza-
tion, 236

economizers, 124, 130-131

ECR (Energy Consumption Ratings),
189-190

EER (Energy Efficiency Ratings), 190

EEWH (Ecology, Energy Saving,
Waste Reduction and Health) envi-
ronmental building assessment sys-
tems, 45

efficiency (data centers), measuring, 35

carbon footprints, 37-38

energy usage, 36-37

environmental building assessment
systems, 39-40

BREEAM, 41-42

CASBEE, 49-50

CEPAS, 51-52

comparison table, 53-55

DGNB, 52

EEWH, 45

Green Globes, 42-43

Green Mark, 51

Green Star, 50

HK-BEAM, 44

HQE, 43-44

LEED, 46-48

NABERS, 48-49

generator emissions, 39

green metrics

CADE, 65-67

CPE, 63

DCIE, 60-62

DCP, 68

PUE, 59-60

TCE, 64-65

usage of, 68-69

heat waste, 39

organizations influencing data center
metrics

EPA, 58

European Commission, 56

Green Grid, 57

Uptime Institute, 57

SB tool, 46

water consumption, 39

Efficiency Assurance Program
(Cisco), 198

efficiency curves (UPS), 115

EIA (Energy Information
Administration), greenhouse gas
emissions, 38

electricity

building commissioning, 91

carbon dioxide emissions, 96

evaluating data center locations, 71

greenhouse gas emissions, 96

hydroelectric dams, 105-106

electronics (office), data center
design/build strategies, 81

elevators/escalators, building commis-
sioning, 91

email applications, evolution of, 
207-208

embodied energy/emissions, data
center design/build strategies, 
76-78

EMC, Reducing Data Center TCO
through Network and Storage
Consolidation whitepaper, 223

EMC, Reducing Data Center TCO through Network and Storage Consolidation whitepap 281



emergency rides, 253

EMI (electromagnetic interference),
evaluating data center locations, 72

emissions

carbon dioxide, 96

embodied emissions, data center
design/build strategies, 76-78

greenhouse gases

emission rates table, 96

GWP, 171

NSPS (EPA), 116-117

emulation, hardware, 219

encapsulation, service-oriented phase
(paradigm shifts), 205

energy

alternative energy sources

biofuels, 102

fuel cells, 102-103

hydropower, 105-106

solar power, 107

tidal power, 106

wave power, 107

wind power, 108-109

data center power systems, designing

AC versus DC, 109-111

generators, 116-117

lighting, 118

overhead versus under-floor
distribution, 119-120

PDU, 112-113

power monitoring, 119

UPS, 114, 116

embodied energy, data center
design/build strategies, 76-78

Energy-Aware Server Provisioning and
Load Dispatching for Connection-
Intensive Internet Services
(Microsoft Research), 196, 220

Energy Conservation Assistance Law
(Japan), 24

Energy Conservation Building Code
(India), 10

energy consumption, data centers
and, 93

carbon dioxide emissions, 96

greenhouse gas emissions, 96

lighting, 118

power savings, 95

energy-efficiency standard (ASHRAE
Standard 90.1-2001), 25

Energy Star program, 58, 185-188

EnergyWise software platform
(Cisco), 250

hardware, efficiency of

Cisco Product Efficiency
Calculator, 198

Climate Savers Computing
Initiative, 187-188

ECR, 189-190

EER, 190

Energy Star specifications,
185-188

replacing less efficient hard-
ware, 197

SWaP, 190-191

utilization of energy efficient
hardware, 191

idling servers, 196-197

measuring data center efficiency, 36-37

ride through power, 114

environmental building assessment
systems, 39-40

BREEAM, 41-42

CASBEE, 49-50

CEPAS, 51-52

comparison table, 53-55
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DGNB, 52

EEWH, 45

Green Globes, 42-43

Green Mark, 51

Green Star, 50

HK-BEAM, 44

HQE, 43-44

LEED, 46-48

NABERS, 48-49

SB tool, 46

Environmental Building News, green
building materials, 74-75

environmental regulations

fire suppressants, 177

refrigerants, 177

EPA (Environmental Protection
Agency)

cool roofs, 83

Energy Star program, 58, 185-188

green incentive programs, 25

Indoor Thermal Factors and
Symptoms in Office Workers:
Findings from the U.S. EPA
BASE Study analysis, 251

measuring data center efficiency, 58

NSPS, 116-117

power consumption, 2-3, 11

Power Profiler, 98

Report to Congress on Server and
Data Center Energy Efficiency
Public Law 109-431, 214

VOC, air quality, 78

website, 262

EPRI (Electric Power Research
Institute) website, 261

escalators/elevators, building commis-
sioning, 91

European Commission

Code of Conduct on Data Centres
Energy Efficiency, 13

environmental regulations and, 11-12

measuring data center efficiency, 56

website, 261

European Union, WEEE Directive,
249

eye damage, ultraviolet radiation, 169

F

facilities

consolidation, 225-226

virtualization, 239-240

fans

affinity laws, 135-136

cooling systems, 126

fat provisioning, 222

fiber optic cabling, 151

Data Centre Future Is Green with
Fiber Optics, The, 152-153

form factor of, 153

Green Advantage of 10G Optical
Fiber whitepaper, The, 155

file virtualization, 236

filesystem virtualization, 236

financial benefits of green Data
Centers, 5, 8

Best Practices for Data Centers:
Lessons Learned from
Benchmarking 22 Data Centers, 6

Costs and Benefits of Green
Buildings, 6

financial institutions (green)

Bank of America Corp., 27

Citigroup, 28

HSBC Group, 29

fire safety, data centers and, 178-180

fire safety, data centers and 283



fire suppressants

building commissioning, 91

common environmental characteris-
tics table, 172-173

environmental regulations, 177

evolution of, 171

fluoroketones, 176

green approaches to, 176

inert gases, 176

naming schemes, 174

water mist, 176

fixtures

data center design/build strategies,
80-81

power efficiency and, 252

flight paths, evaluating data center
locations, 72

fluorescent lighting, 118, 249

fluoroketones (fire suppression), 176

fly ash (concrete with), data center
design/build strategies, 73

flywheels, UPS, 115-116

follow-the-moon approach (integrated
automation), 243

forward consolidation, 211

France

generators, 117

HQE (Haute Qualité Environmentale)
environmental building assess-
ment systems, 43-44

Free Green Server Initiative (VeryPC),
184

FT (Financial Times) Sustainable Bank
of the Year award, HSBC Group
and, 29

fuel cells, 102-103

Fujitsu corporation, fuel cells, 103

functional consolidation, 216, 219

G

gaps, sealing (airflow optimization),
145

generators, 39, 116-117

geographical consolidation, 210

geothermal cooling, 132

Germany

DGNB (Deutsche Gesellchaft für
Nachhaltiges Bauen), 52

generators, 117

glass, as non-data center consumable,
250

Google, Climate Savers Computing
Initiative, 187-188

governance, data centers, 209

government green incentive pro-
grams, 24-25

grass clippings, data center landscap-
ing strategies, 88

grayfields, 75

Green Advantage of 10G Optical
Fiber whitepaper, The, 155

Green Building Initiative website, 257

green buildings

Costs and Financial Benefits of
Green Buildings, 6

costs of, 21

defining, 1

financial benefits of, 6

U.S. Green Building Council, LEED
standards, 19

green Data Centers

Coreix Data Centers, 20

defining, 1

green companies

Bank of America Corp., 27

Cisco, 29-30
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Citigroup, 28

Home Depot, 32

HP (Hewlett-Packard) company,
30

HSBC Group, 29

IBM, 31

socially responsible companies,
26

Vestas Wind Systems, 26

Wal-Mart, 32

leased Data Centers, 18-19

reasons for going green, 2

capacity gains, 9

increased regulations, 10-14

monetary benefits, 5-8

power demands, 2-5

public perception, 15-17

technological advances, 14

resistance to, 20

Green Globes environmental building
assessment systems, 42-43

Green Grid

measuring data center efficiency, 57

website, 260

Green House Data (Cheyenne,
Wyoming), 20

green incentive programs

government programs, 24-25

utility companies, 22-23

Green Mark environmental building
assessment systems, 51

green metrics

CADE, 65-67

CPE, 63

DCIE, 60-62

DCP, 68

PUE, 59-60

TCE, 64-65

usage of, 68-69

green roofs, 83

Green Star environmental building
assessment systems, 50

Green Storage I: Economics,
Environment, Energy, and
Engineering (SNIA), 214, 234

greenfields, 75

greenhouse gases, 12

emission rates table, 96

GWP, 171

measuring data center efficiency, 37-38

reduction of, 14

greenwashing, 17-18

GWEC (Global Wind Energy
Council), 108

GWP (global warming potential), 171

gypsum board (synthetic), data center
design/build strategies, 73

H

hardware

anti-environmental materials, 192

cooling efficiency, 192

emulation, 219

energy efficiency

Cisco Product Efficiency
Calculator, 198

Climate Savers Computing
Initiative, 187-188

ECR, 189-190

EER, 190

Energy Star specifications,
185-188

replacing less efficient hard-
ware, 197

hardware 285



SWaP, 190-191

utilization of energy efficient
hardware, 191

environmental impact of, 183-184

idling servers, 196-197

MDDS, 192

purchasing

budget effects on hardware
choices, 194-195

consolidating packaging, 193

recycling, 192

small form factors, 192

upgrading, 192

Harris Interactive, RQ (Reputation
Quotient) Surveys, 26

HCFC (hydrochlorofluorocarbons),
evolution of, 170

heat islands, causes of, 82

heat recovery/reusability, cooling sys-
tems and, 127-129

heat waste, measuring data center
efficiency, 39

heat wheels, 132

HFC (hydroflourocarbons), evolution
of, 170-171

HK-BEAM (Hong Kong Building
Environmental Assessment
Method) environmental building
assessment systems, 44

Home Depot, green businesses, 32

horizontal scalability, 211

hosting models, data centers, 209

ADN, 243

CDN, 243

cloud computing, 245

SaaS, 244

XaaS, 244

hot aisles, cooling systems and, 126

hot gas bypasses, 134

hot spots, mapping (airflow optimiza-
tion), 146

hot/cold airflows, isolating (airflow
optimization), 141-143

HP (Hewlett-Packard) company, green
businesses, 30

HQE (Haute Qualité Environmentale)
environmental building assessment
systems, 43-44

HSBC Group, green businesses, 29

HSM (hierarchical storage manage-
ment), 222

HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning)

affinity laws, 135-136

air handlers, coordinating, 148

air-based cooling systems versus liq-
uid-based systems, 139-141

airflow optimization

cabinet solutions, 146

equipment choices/distribu-
tion, 147-148

isolating hot/cold airflows,
141-143

mapping hot spots, 146

plenums, 143-145

sealing gaps, 145

ASHRAE IT hardware temperature
ranges, 123

building commissioning, 90

chillers, 129

cooling distribution, 148

cooling tower water, 137-138

Data Center Emergency Cooling
Study, 125

economizers, 124, 130-131

enclosed cabinet cooling units, 142

enclosed row cooling units, 143

286 Harris Interactive, RQ (Reputation Quotient) Surveys



fans, 126

geothermal cooling, 132

heat recovery/reusability, waste heat,
127-129

heat wheels, 132

hot aisles, 126

hot gas bypasses, 134

importance of, 125

in-row cooling, 139

liquid-based cooling systems versus
air-based systems, 139-141

outside air, cooling via, 130-131

overhead cooling units, 140

partial thermal loads, minimizing,
133-135

power failures and, 125

temperatures, setting, 123-126

troubleshooting, preventing malfunc-
tions, 124

variable frequency drives, 135-136

warranties, honoring, 126

hydrogen fuel cells, 102-103

hydropower

hydroelectric dams, 105-106

tidal power, 106

wave power, 107

I

IBM, green businesses, 31

idling servers, 196-197, 242

iiSBE (International Initiative for
Sustainable Built Environment)
website, 257

immunosuppression, ultraviolet radia-
tion and, 169

in-row cooling, 139

incentive/recognition programs, alter-
native transportation and, 253

India, Energy Conservation Building
Code, 10

Indoor Thermal Factors and
Symptoms in Office Workers:
Findings from the U.S. EPA BASE
Study analysis, 251

inert gases (fire suppression), 176

inkjet (toner) cartridges, 249

instances (paradigm shifts), 204

insulation (green), data center
design/build strategies, 73

integrated automation

data centers, 209

virtualization, 241

dynamic cooling, 242

follow-the-moon approach, 243

idling servers, 242

Intel

Climate Savers Computing Initiative,
187-188

heat wheels, testing performance of,
132

Reducing Data Center Cost with an
Air Economizer whitepaper, 131

interference (electromagnetic), evalu-
ating data center locations, 72

internal virtual networking, 231

interoperability, service-oriented
phase (paradigm shifts), 206

I/O

consolidation, 215

unified I/O, virtualization, 231

irrigation systems, data center land-
scaping strategies, 88

IT hardware

anti-environmental materials, 192

IT hardware 287



ASHRAE recommended temperature
ranges, 123

cooling efficiency, 192

energy efficiency

Cisco Product Efficiency
Calculator, 198

Climate Savers Computing
Initiative, 187-188

ECR, 189-190

EER, 190

Energy Star specifications,
185-188

replacing less efficient hard-
ware, 197

SWaP, 190-191

utilization of energy efficient
hardware, 191

environmental impact of, 183-184

idling servers, 196-197

MDDS, 192

purchasing

budget effects on hardware
choices, 194-195

consolidating packaging, 193

recycling, 192

small form factors, 192

upgrading, 192

IT Services Layers, optimization,
202-203

J - K

Japan

CASBEE (Comprehensive
Assessment System for Building
Environment Efficiency), 49-50

Energy Conservation Assistance Law,
24

government green incentive pro-
grams, 24

Kyoto Protocol, 14

New National Energy Strategy, 10

kitchen appliances, data center
design/build strategies, 81

Koll, Andrea, Data Centre Future Is
Green with Fiber Optics, 152-153

KPN, testing heat wheel performance,
132

Kyoto Protocol (Japan), 14

L

landscaping, data center design/build
strategies, 85-89

LBNL (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)

Best Practices for Data Centers:
Lessons Learned from
Benchmarking 22 Data Centers, 6

DC electrical systems, 110

website, 262

leased Data Centers, going green, 18-
20

LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design), 19

environmental building assessment
systems, 46-48

platinum ratings, Robert Redford
Building (Santa Monica,
California), 72

legal compliances, data center consol-
idation, 227

Legionnaire’s disease, cooling towers
and, 138

leveraging opportunities, data center
consolidation, 212

lifecycle stage consolidation, data
center consolidation, 223

288 IT Services Layers, optimization



light bulbs, 249

lighting

data center design/build strategies, 80

data center energy consumption, 118

liquid-based cooling systems versus
air-based cooling systems, 139-141

living roofs, 83

locating data centers

building codes, 71-72

electricity and carbon emissions, 71

evaluating potential sites, 71-72

flight paths, 72

natural disasters, 72

political climates, 72

pollution, 72

property zoning, 72

vibration, 72

weather, 71

work-force proximity, 72

lockers

bike storage lockers, 252-253

locker rooms/showers, 252-253

logical consolidation. See standardiza-
tion

logical segmentation, 239

long-term archives, data center con-
solidation, 223

loose coupling through well-defined
interfaces, service-oriented phase
(paradigm shifts), 206

lunches, on-campus options, 253

M

MAID (Massive Array of Idle Disks),
222

manageability, data center consolida-
tion, 226

many-to-many virtualization, 228

many-to-one virtualization, 228

Massey, Shawn, fire safety, 178-180

MDDS (Material Declaration Data
Sheets), 192

measuring data center efficiency, 35

carbon footprints, 37-38

energy usage, 36-37

environmental building assessment
systems, 39-40

BREEAM, 41-42

CASBEE, 49-50

CEPAS, 51-52

comparison table, 53-55

DGNB, 52

EEWH, 45

Green Globes, 42-43

Green Mark, 51

Green Star, 50

HK-BEAM, 44

HQE, 43-44

LEED, 46-48

NABERS, 48-49

generator emissions, 39

green metrics

CADE, 65-67

CPE, 63

DCIE, 60-62

DCP, 68

PUE, 59-60

TCE, 64-65

usage of, 68-69

heat waste, 39

organizations influencing data center
metrics

EPA, 58

European Commission, 56

measuring data center efficiency 289



Green Grid, 57

Uptime Institute, 57

SB tool, 46

water consumption, 39

media virtualization, 236

metrics (green)

CADE, 65-67

CPE, 63

DCIE, 60-62

DCP, 68

PUE, 59-60

TCE, 64-65

usage of, 68-69

Microsoft Research, Energy-Aware
Server Provisioning and Load
Dispatching for Connection-
Intensive Internet Services, 220

modularity, service-oriented phase
(paradigm shifts), 206

monetary benefits of green Data
Centers, 5, 8

Best Practices for Data Centers:
Lessons Learned from
Benchmarking 22 Data Centers, 6

Costs and Benefits of Green
Buildings, 6

monitoring

power, 119

service-oriented phase (paradigm
shifts), 206

Montreal Protocol, 177

Morgan Stanley, tidal powered data
centers, 107

mounting rails, 248

mulch, data center landscaping strate-
gies, 88

Multiple Data Centers (Quincy,
Washington), cooling tower water,
137

N

NABERS (National Australian Built
Environmental Rating System), 48-
49

naming

fire suppressants, 174

refrigerants, 174

NAS (Network Attached Storage)

NAS/SAN convergence, 221

WAAS-enabled NAS consolidation,
222

National Climate Change Program
(China), 10

National Institute for Space Research
(Brazil), hydroelectric dams, 106

natural disasters, evaluating data cen-
ter locations, 72

network consolidation, 214-217

networks

ADN, 243

CDN, 243

network-attached services, 231

out-of-band networks, 231

SAN

island consolidation, 221

NAS/SAN convergence, 221

storage networking, 221

virtualization, 229

internal virtual networking,
231

network-attached services, 231

out-of-band networks, 231

unified I/O, 231

VLAN, 229

VPN, 230

VSAN, 230

WAN, consolidation, 217

290 media virtualization



New National Energy Strategy
(Japan), 10

NIBS (National Institute of Building
Sciences) website, 257

non-data center consumables

aluminum, 250

batteries, 249

glass, 250

inkjet (toner) cartridges, 249

light bulbs, 249

packaging material, 249

paper, 250

plastic, 250

Notre Dame University Center for
Research Computing, waste heat
management, 127-128

NSPS (New Source Performance
Standards), EPA and, 116-117

O

ODP (ozone depletion potential), 170

office electronics, data center
design/build strategies, 81

on-campus lunch options, 253

one-to-many virtualization, 228

operating temperatures, power effi-
ciency and, 251

optimization

breakpoint optimization, 212

RAID optimization, storage virtual-
ization, 237

service-oriented data centers, 208-
210

OS (operating systems), virtualiza-
tion, 218

out-of-band networks, virtualization,
231

outside air, cooling via, 130-131

oxygen, fuel cells, 102-103

ozone layer

data centers and, 169

ODP, 170

P

packaging material, 193, 249

paper, as non-data center consumable,
250

paradigm shifts (service-oriented data
centers)

dedicated phase, 205

instances, 204

pooled phase, 205

resource types, 203

resources, 203

service-oriented phase, 205-208

services, 204

shared phase, 205

partial thermal loads, minimizing,
133-135

partitioning servers, 218

patch cords, 164-167, 247

PDU (Power Distribution Units), 112-
113

performance

cabling, buying for performance, 153

data center consolidation, 227

pesticides, data center landscaping
strategies, 88

PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric) Co.,
green incentive programs, 22-23

photovoltaic systems, 84

Planetary Skin, Cisco and, 30

plastic, as non-data center consum-
able, 250

plastic, as non-data center consumable 291



plenums (airflow optimization), 143-
145

plumbing fixtures, data center
design/build strategies, 81

plumbing systems, building commis-
sioning, 91

political climates, evaluating data cen-
ter locations, 72

pollution, evaluating data center loca-
tions, 72

pooled phase (paradigm shifts), 205

Portugal, Aguçadoura Wave Park,
107

power

consumption, cabling and, 154-155

demands

green incentive programs, 22-
23

utility companies, 22-23

efficiency

building power management,
250

EnergyWise software platform
(Cisco), 250

fixtures/appliances, 252

Indoor Thermal Factors and
Symptoms in Office
Workers: Findings from the
U.S. EPA BASE Study analy-
sis, 251

operating temperatures, 251

failures, cooling systems, 125

monitoring, 119

power cables, 247

Power Profiler (EPA), 98

power savings, data centers and, 95

power strips, data center
design/build strategies, 81

power systems, designing

AC versus DC, 109-111

generators, 116-117

lighting, 118

overhead versus under-floor
distribution, 119-120

PDU, 112-113

power monitoring, 119

UPS, 114-116

ride through power, 114

primary electrical systems, building
commissioning, 91

printers, inkjet (toner) cartridges, 249

property zoning, evaluating data cen-
ter locations, 72

protecting data, data center consoli-
dation, 226

provisioning (thin), storage virtualiza-
tion, 237

pruning (landscaping), data center
landscaping strategies, 88

public perception, green Data Centers
and, 15-17

PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness)
metric, 59-60

pumps, affinity laws, 135-136

purchasing hardware

budget effects on hardware choices,
194-195

consolidating packaging, 193

purges, data center consolidation,
223

Q - R

radiation (ultraviolet), 169

RAID optimization, storage virtual-
ization, 237

rainwater, data center landscaping
strategies, 88

292 plenums (airflow optimization)



recycling hardware, 192

Reducing Data Center Cost with an
Air Economizer whitepaper (Intel),
131

Reducing Data Center TCO through
Network and Storage
Consolidation whitepaper (Cisco),
223

refrigerants

common environmental characteris-
tics table, 172-173

environmental regulations, 177

evolution of, 170-171

green approaches to, 175

naming schemes, 174

regulations, green Data Centers

APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation regulations), 12

Cebu Declaration on East Asian
Energy Security, 13

Code of Conduct on Data Centres
Energy Efficiency (European
Commission), 13

CRC (Carbon Reduction
Commitment), UK, 10

Declaration on Climate Change,
Energy and the Environment
(Singapore), 13

Energy Conservation Building Code
(India), 10

European Commission regulations,
11-12

Kyoto Protocol (Japan), 14

National Climate Change Program
(China), 10

New National Energy Strategy
(Japan), 10

Sweden’s regulations, 10

United State’s regulations, 11

Report to Congress on Server and
Data Center Energy Efficiency
Public Law 109-431 (EPA), 214

repurposing Data Center consum-
ables, 248

resources

paradigm shifts, 203

Resource Optimization through
Active Power Management study,
196

virtualization, 228

retailers (green)

Home Depot, 32

Wal-Mart, 32

retrocommissioning, 90

retrofitting existing data centers, 91

reusability

data center consolidation, 211

service-oriented phase (paradigm
shifts), 206

RFI (radio frequency interference),
evaluating data center locations, 72

ride through power, 114

right sizing, data center consolidation,
212

Robert Redford Building (Santa
Monica, California), LEED plat-
inum ratings, 72

RoofRay website, 84

roofs (cool), 82-83

rotary heat exchangers. See heat
wheels

RQ (Reputation Quotient) Surveys
(Harris Interactive), 26

rubberized asphalt, data center
design/build strategies, 74, 88

rubberized asphalt, data center design/build strategies 293



S

SaaS (Software-as-a-Service), 244

salvaged brick/stone, data center
design/build strategies, 73

SAN (Storage Area Networks)

island consolidation, 221

NAS/SAN convergence, 221

Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority, 253

Santa Monica, California, Robert
Redford Building (LEED platinum
ratings), 72

Save Energy Now program, DC Pro,
62

SB (Sustainable Building) tool, 46

SBIC (Sustainable Buildings Industry
Council) website, 257

scalability, 211

Scotland, tidal powered data centers,
107

Scott, Lee, Twenty-First Century
Leadership, 32

security, data center consolidation,
227

segmentation (logical), 239

servers

access virtualization, 233

cabinets, 248

consolidation, 218

diskless servers, 222

idling servers, 196-197

dynamic cooling, 242

integrated automation, 242

partitioning, 218

server edge virtualization, 233

sharing, 218

virtualization, 219

service-oriented data centers, 201

optimization, 208-210

paradigm shifts

dedicated phase, 205

instances, 204

pooled phase, 205

resource types, 203

resources, 203

service-oriented phase, 205-
208

services, 204

shared phase, 205

services

dynamic application service distribu-
tion, 238

network-attached services, 231

paradigm shifts, 204

virtualization, 228

Services Layers, optimization, 202-
203

shared phase (paradigm shifts), 205

sharing

Data Center consumables, 248

servers, 218

showers/locker rooms, 252-253

simplicity, data center consolidation,
226

Singapore

Declaration on Climate Change,
Energy and the Environment, 13

Green Mark environmental building
assessment systems, 51

siting data centers

building codes, 71-72

electricity and carbon emissions, 71

evaluating potential sites, 71-72

flight paths, 72

294 SaaS (Software-as-a-Service)



natural disasters, 72

political climates, 72

pollution, 72

vibration, 72

weather, 71

skin aging, 169

snapshots, storage virtualization, 237

SNIA (Storage Networking Industry
Association)

Green Storage I: Economics,
Environment, Energy, and
Engineering, 214, 234

Storage Virtualization Technical
Tutorial, 212

website, 260

socially responsible companies, 26

solar power, 107

Solaris Zones: Operating System
Support for Consolidating
Commercial Workloads, 219

SPEC (Standard Performance
Evaluation Corporation) website,
260

specialty systems (elevators/escala-
tors), building commissioning, 91

standardization

data centers, 209-210

service-oriented phase (paradigm
shifts), 206

standby electrical systems, building
commissioning, 91

steel, data center design/build strate-
gies, 74

StEP (Solving the E-Waste Proplem)
initiative, 248

stone/brick (salvaged), data center
design/build strategies, 73

storage

bike lockers, 252-253

DAS, 221

data center consolidation, 220-223

diskless servers, 222

fat provisioning, 222

HSM, 222

MAID, 222

NAS

NAS/SAN convergence, 221

WAAS-enabled NAS consolida-
tion, 222

networking, 221

SAN

island consolidation, 221

NAS/SAN convergence, 221

thin provisioning, 222

tiering, 222

virtualization, 234

abstraction from heterogeneous
assets, 236

data reduction, 237

de-duplication, 237

economies of scale, 236

RAID optimization, 237

snapshots, 237

thin provisioning, 237

utilization, 236

virtual cloning, 237

VSAN virtualization, 230

WAFS, 222

Storage Virtualization Technical
Tutorial (SNIA), 212

streaming applications, 238

streamlining cabling

dedicated cable bin areas, 165

patch cords, 164-167

structured cabling, 157-164

subsidizing bus/train passes, 252

subsidizing bus/train passes 295



Sustainable Building Challenge web-
site, 46

sustainable development

defining, 1

World Business Council for
Sustainable Development, costs
of green buildings, 21

sustainable wood, data center
design/build strategies, 73

SWaP (Space, Watts, and
Performance), 190-191

Sweden, environmental regulations, 10

synthetic gypsum board/drywall,
data center design/build strategies,
73

T

Taiwan, EEWH (Ecology, Energy
Saving, Waste Reduction and
Health) environmental building
assessment systems, 45

TCE (Technology Carbon Efficiency)
metric, 64-65

TCO (total cost of ownership), data
center consolidation, 226

technological advances, green Data
Centers and, 14

technology-based companies (green)

Cisco, 29-30

HP (Hewlett-Packard) company, 30

IBM, 31

temperatures

operating temperatures, power effi-
ciency and, 251

setting (cooling systems), 123-126

TerraChoice Environmental
Marketing, greenwashing, 17-18

thermal loads, minimizing partial
loads, 133-135

thin provisioning, 222, 237

tidal power, 106

tiering (storage), 222

toner (inkjet) cartridges, 249

tracking, service-oriented phase (par-
adigm shifts), 206

train/bus passes, subsidizing, 252

transportation (alternative)

bike storage lockers, 252-253

bus/train passes, 252

carpool programs, 252

emergency rides, 253

incentive/recognition programs, 253

locker rooms/showers, 252-253

on-campus lunch options, 253

Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority, 253

troubleshooting cooling systems,
preventing malfunctions, 124

Twenty-First Century Leadership
(Lee Scott), 32

twinax (twinaxial) cabling, 151

U

U.S.

Department of Energy

DC Pro, 62

EIA, greenhouse gas emissions,
38

Save Energy Now program, 62

website, 262

environmental regulations and, 11

EPA (Environmental Protection
Agency)

cool roofs, 83

Energy Star program, 58, 
185-188

296 Sustainable Building Challenge website



green incentive programs, 25

Indoor Thermal Factors and
Symptoms in Office Workers:
Findings from the U.S. EPA
BASE Study analysis, 251

measuring data center efficien-
cy, 58

NSPS, 116-117

power consumption, 2-3, 11

Power Profiler, 98

Report to Congress on Server
and Data Center Energy
Efficiency Public Law 109-
431, 214

VOC, health impacts of, 78

website, 262

Green Building Council, LEED stan-
dards, 19

Green Globes environmental building
assessment systems, 42-43

UK (United Kingdom)

Coreix Data Center, 20

CRC (Carbon Reduction
Commitment), 10

ECA (Enhanced Capital Allowances),
24

government green incentive pro-
grams, 24

ultraviolet radiation, 169

unified I/O, virtualization, 231

United Nations, StEP initiative, 248

upgrades, hardware, 192

UPS (Uninterruptible Power Sources),
114-116

Uptime Institute

measuring data center efficiency, 57

website, 260

USGBC (United States Green Building
Council) website, 258

USPS (United States Postal Service)
data centers, PDU, 113

utility companies, green incentive
programs, 22-23

utilization

data center consolidation, 212

energy-efficient hardware, 191

storage virtualization, 236

V

variable frequency drives, 135-136

vertical scalability, 211

VeryPC Free Green Server Initiative,
184

Vestas Wind Systems, 26

vibration, evaluating data center loca-
tions, 72

virtualization

abstraction layer, 228

block-based virtualization, 235

data centers, 209, 227

aggregation, 240

applications, 219, 238-239

benefits of, 240

challenges of, 241

compute resources, 231-234

databases, 238-239

facilities, 239-240

integrated automation, 241-243

networks, 229

storage, 234-237

desktops, 239

file virtualization, 236

file-based virtualization, 236

filesystem virtualization, 236

many-to-many virtualization, 228

virtualization 297



many-to-one virtualization, 228

media virtualization, 236

network virtualization

internal virtual networking,
231

network-attached services, 231

out-of-band networks, 231

unified I/O, 231

VLAN, 229

VPN, 230

VSAN, 230

one-to-many virtualization, 228

OS, 218

resource virtualization, 228

servers, 219

server access virtualization, 233

server edge virtualization, 233

service virtualization, 228

Storage Virtualization Technical
Tutorial (SNIA), 212

virtual cloning, storage virtualization,
237

virtual machines, applications, 238

VLAN (virtual local area networks),
229

VOC (volatile organic compounds), air
quality, 78

voice/data distribution systems, build-
ing commissioning, 91

voltage, AC versus DC, 109-111

VPN (virtual private networks), virtu-
alization, 230

VSAN (virtual storage area net-
works), virtualization, 230

W

WAAS-enabled NAS consolidation, 222

WAFS (Wide-Area File Services), 222

Wal-Mart, green businesses, 32

WAN (wide-area networks), consoli-
dation, 217

warranties, cooling systems, 126

waste heat, cooling systems and, 
127-129

water

consumption, measuring data center
efficiency, 39

cooling tower water, 137-138

data center landscaping strategies, 88

fire suppression, 176

waterside economizers, 130-131

wave power, 107

WBCSD (World Business Council for
Sustainable Development) website,
258

weather, evaluating data center loca-
tions, 71

WEEE (Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment) Directive,
249

wind power, 108-109

windage (drift), cooling tower exhaust
air, 138

Winnipeg Sun newspaper, waste heat
management, 127

wiring. See cabling

wood (sustainable), data center
design/build strategies, 73

work-force proximity, evaluating data
center locations, 72

298 VLAN (virtual local area networks)



World Business Council for
Sustainable Development, green
building costs, 21

World Commission on Environmental
Development, defining sustainable
development, 1

WorldGBC (World Green Building
Council) website, 258

Write Off-Loading: Practical Power
Management for Enterprise
Storage study, 196

Wyoming, Green House Data, 20

X - Y - Z

XaaS (Everything-as-a-Service), 244

zinc whiskers, 80

zinc whiskers 299
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